HAIDLMAIR: New North American branch

One of our company’s principles is: “Forward is the direction!“ In line with this motto,
permanent further development is one of our most important premises. We are
constantly searching for ways to improve ourselves. Because we already have several
customers in America, the expansion to North America was quite obvious.
HAIDLMAIR now has its North American branch, HAIDLMAIR USA, incorporated in the
US to demonstrate its commitment to the United States and Canadian market. One
technician, Raymond Shadday stationed in Goodyear, Arizona is responsible for repair
and service of HAIDLMAIR-moulds in operation domestically. This will decisively
improve the quality of service for our North American customers.
Kurt Blechner, based in Lake Geneva, Wisconsin is responsible for sales and marketing
of the HAIDLMAIR product line. The native American with German and Austrian roots
has a well rounded technical education and years of experience in mouldmaking and
the plastics industry. Our customers will benefit from his experience and having just one
contact person in their time zone, who will be on-the-spot quickly addressing their
needs in a professional manner.
Mr. Blechner is looking forward to your enquiries and getting to know you in person in
the very near future.

Kurt Blechner
His experience is working in the field of mouldmaking, tooling and
machinery for the plastics processing industry for the past 30 years.
He acted as president, plant, operations and general manager for
reputable companies such as Coperion ,Ingersoll GmbH and
Technoplast and brings with him an extensive knowledge in the
sectors of injection moulding, extrusion and process automation.
Contact details:
Kurt Blechner
1103 Lakeland Drive
Lake Geneva, WI 53147
+1 (262) 215-7694
kurt.blechner@haidlmair.us
www.haidlmair.us

Raymond Shadday
Raymond is working in the field of mouldmaking since nearly 30
years. He is an expert and has experience in CNC machining and
general mouldmaking (especially repairing and servicing of moulds)
and worked for big companies, such as Schoeller Arca Systems.
Mr. Shadday has been trained in the home plant of HAIDLMAIR in
Nußbach for months to achieve the knowledge to maintain and
repair HAIDLMAIR-moulds for our North American customers.
Contact details:
Raymond Shadday
4320 South Cotton-Lane Suite #200
Goodyear, Arizona 85338
+1 (260) 318-4999
ray.shadday@haidlmair.us
www.haidlmair.us

INFO HAIDLMAIR group
HAIDLMAIR GmbH, Mouldmaker
The Haidlmair GmbH, founded in 1979, is the parent company in a group of companies
consisting currently of 7 companies with 500 employees, generating sales of around
EUR 60 million. The core business of the parent plant in Nussbach/Upper Austria is the
production of injection moulds with a focus on the full range of containers - from the
crate to the pallet, supplemented by large moulds for pallets.
The companies Mould & Matic Solutions GmbH and EMO Extrusion Molding GmbH,
both in Micheldorf and HTM Kft. / Szekesksfehervar, Hungary are focused on moulds
for thermoforming and injection moulding for medical & packaging parts as well as
automation solutions, extrusion dies for the production of films and sheets and the
production of superstructures for pallets-, foldable- and crate moulds. Three other
companies in the group are service providers for the mould maintenance and
component manufacturing.
Address:
Haidlmairstraße 1
A-4542 Nußbach
Tel. +43 (0)7587/6001-0
Fax. +4 (0)7587/6001-12
email: office@haidlmair.at
Internet: www.haidlmair.com

